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Abstract. An extreme-rainfall-producing mesoscale con-

vective system (MCS) associated with the Changma front

in southeastern South Korea was investigated using ob-

servational data. This event recorded historic rainfall and

led to devastating flash floods and landslides in the Bu-

san metropolitan area on 7 July 2009. The aim of the

present study is to analyse the influences for the synop-

tic and mesoscale environment, and the reasons that the

quasi-stationary MCS causes extreme rainfall. Synoptic and

mesoscale analyses indicate that the MCS and heavy rain-

fall occurred in association with a stationary front which re-

sembled a warm front in structure. A strong southwesterly

low-level jet (LLJ) transported warm and humid air and sup-

plied the moisture toward the front, and the air rose upwards

above the frontal surface. As the moist air was condition-

ally unstable, repeated upstream initiation of deep convec-

tion by back-building occurred at the coastline, while old

cells moved downstream parallel to the convective line with

training effect. Because the motion of convective cells nearly

opposed the backward propagation, the system as a whole

moved slowly. The back-building behaviour was linked to

the convectively generated cold pool and its outflow bound-

ary, which played a role in the propagation and maintenance

of the rainfall system. As a result, the quasi-stationary MCS

caused a prolonged duration of heavy rainfall, leading to ex-

treme rainfall over the Busan metropolitan area.

1 Introduction

Extreme rainfall often endangers public health and safety,

and causes significant economic losses worldwide. In par-

ticular, damages caused by these events in metropolitan ar-

eas are especially serious due to large and dense popula-

tions. Certain atmospheric conditions (or structures) are re-

quired for extreme rainfall events to occur; these include

synoptic and mesoscale features such as typhoons, syn-

optic disturbances (lows and fronts), summer monsoonal

flow, and mesoscale convective systems (MCSs). Among

them, the MCSs are responsible for most heavy rainfall

events (Doswell et al., 1996), and they develop under cer-

tain synoptic-scale environmental conditions. The Changma

front (also called the Meiyu front in China and the Baiu front

in Japan) is one such feature.

The Changma front affects South Korea and other parts

of eastern Asia; it develops during June and July which is

called Changma season. Along the Changma front, the syn-

optic and mesoscale environments are favourable for deep

convection. Several studies have deduced that the synoptic

and mesoscale environments associated with Changma front

include (1) different air masses that formed through the meet-

ing of maritime tropical and continental polar air mass; (2) a

southwesterly monsoonal flow that is embedded with high

equivalent potential temperature (Sun and Lee, 2002). Lee

et al. (1998, 2008) and Sohn et al. (2013) examined the in-

fluence of strong warm and moist air that transport across

Korean Peninsula along the northwestern periphery of the

North Pacific high. Under these favourable synoptic con-
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ditions, Changma frontal precipitation accounts for a large

fraction of the annual rainfall over the Korean Peninsula.

Even with synoptic conditions being favourable for heavy

rainfall during Changma season, the synoptic environment

during the Changma season is characterized by strong baro-

clinicity because the atmosphere over South Korea is gen-

erally thermodynamically neutral. This contrasts with the

large convective available potential energy (CAPE) in the

central US (Hong, 2004). Our present work builds upon this

previous study and further investigates certain synoptic envi-

ronment without CAPE, with the purpose to characterise the

extreme rainfall-producing MCSs associated with Changma

front.

During the Changma season, intense and concentrated

rainfall often occurs in association with organised mesoscale

disturbances and MCSs, which are embedded within and

propagate along the front (Ding, 1992; Ninomiya and

Akiyama, 1992). Because total precipitation at any point is

directly proportional to the intensity multiplied by the du-

ration of the rainfall, a single event is more likely to pro-

duce extreme rainfall when the disturbance and MCSs as-

sociated with the Changma front are slow-moving or even

quasi-stationary. Similarly, slow-moving MCSs are the ma-

jor cause of extreme rainfall during the warm season in many

regions (e.g. Maddox et al., 1979; Doswell et al., 1996; Schu-

macher and Johnson, 2005, 2008). However, it is often dif-

ficult to accurately predict the motion of MCSs because of

complicated and nonlinear propagation. In the present study,

the reasons of slow-moving or quasi-stationary MCS is also

investigated using observational data, and the background re-

lated to extreme rainfall over southeastern South Korea is in-

troduced below.

1.1 Event overview

In the early morning of 7 July 2009, an extreme

rainfall-producing quasi-stationary MCS developed along

the Changma front, producing 310 mm of rain over Bu-

san, South Korea (see Fig. 1 for location), in a period of

less than 12 h ending at 16:00 LST (LST =UTC+ 9 h). This

event caused significant damage to the Busan metropoli-

tan area, as well as floods and landslides on the southern

Korean Peninsula. Estimates of damage reached approxi-

mately USD 5 million (NEMA, 2009). The high total rainfall

(310 mm) broke the maximum daily rainfall record for July,

and is the second highest all-time record since 1905 at the

Busan station. Thus, this rainfall event was climatologically

extreme and rare for Busan.

One unique aspect of this historic heavy rainfall event was

its localised nature over the southeastern Korean Peninsula.

Figure 2a shows the rainfall distribution for 7 July 2009 over

South Korea, an area over 300 km in length and 200 km in

width. The daily rainfall accumulation exceeding 150 mm

was concentrated within a narrow east–west oriented band

over the southern Korean Peninsula, and rainfall greater than

Figure 1. Geography and topography (m, shading) of South Korea

and surrounding areas. The rectangle shows the region of Busan

Doppler radar coverage used in this study.

300 mm was confined to the southeastern corner of the penin-

sula. The time series of hourly rainfall at three stations in

this narrow heavy rainfall region (> 150 mm) are plotted in

Fig. 2b–d. Rain rates> 30 mm h−1 are of shorter duration at

Gwangju and Masan (Fig. 2b and c) compared with Busan

(Fig. 2d) station, where the heavy rainfall persisted for longer

as the result of a slow-moving MCS, or of the sustained re-

generation of convection.

To investigate the mechanisms leading to the extreme

rainfall in Busan, the results of our analysis on this quasi-

stationary MCS and the heavy-rainfall event on the south-

eastern Korean Peninsula are presented here. In the cur-

rent paper, we seek to answer the following specific ques-

tions using the following observational analysis: how does

the synoptic and mesoscale environment influence the quasi-

stationary MCS, and what processes supported heavy rainfall

in Busan area.

1.2 Organization of paper

The following sections analyse the extreme rainfall-

producing MCS on 7 July 2009. The data and methodology

are presented in Sect. 2, and Sect. 3 described the synop-

tic and thermodynamic environment. Section 4 discusses the

evolution and structure of the quasi-stationary MCS, which

lead to extreme rainfall over the Busan metropolitan area.

Section 5 provides further discussion, and finally section 6

gives a concluding summary.

2 Data and methodology

The multiscale analyses in the present study were made

by using a variety of observational and model-based data
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Figure 2. (a) The 24 h accumulated rainfall amounts in South Korea on 7 July 2009. The locations of the three weather stations are shown.

Hourly rainfall distribution at (b) Gwangju, (c) Masan, and (d) Busan.

sets. The National Centers for Environmental Prediction-

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR)

global reanalysis data set (6 hourly) with 2.5◦× 2.5◦ hori-

zontal resolution and 17 vertical levels (Kalnay et al., 1996)

was used for the discussion of synoptic conditions. Some

mesoscale charts were generated using the Japan Meteo-

rological Agency mesoscale spectrum model (JMA-MSM)

analysis at a horizontal resolution of 5 km at 16 levels (Saito

et al., 2006) every 3 h (at 00:00, 03:00, 06:00, and 09:00 LST)

on 7 July 2009. The JMA-MSM data set is used in order to

analysis the structure of Changma front. The lack of avail-

able soundings in southern South Korea and its vicinity un-

fortunately precludes a detailed depiction of the atmosphere

thermodynamics and kinematics upstream from the quasi-

stationary MCS over Busan. Thus, some alternative sounding

and domain-averaged information for this event was taken

from the JMA-MSM analysis. The domain-averaged was

to be used for particular region within the quasi-stationary

MCS. Furthermore, hourly infrared (IR) images from the

Multi-functional Transport Satellite (MTSAT) obtained from

the Weather Satellite Image Archive, Kochi University. The

MTSAT-IR images were used to examine the overall distri-

bution of convection. The data set has a grid spacing of 0.05◦

in both longitude and latitude.

To examine the detailed structures of the quasi-stationary

MCS, ground-based Doppler radar observations and surface

data were used. The radar reflectivity was obtained from the

operational S-band (10 cm) Doppler radar of the Korea Me-

teorological Administration (KMA) installed in Busan (PSN,

35.12◦ N, 129◦ E). The Doppler radar, covering a radius of

250 km in the southeastern Korean Peninsula, performed a

volume scan every 10 min at 13 elevation angles (0.01, 0.2,

0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 1.9, 2.8, 4.0, 5.5, 7.4, 9.6, 12.3, and 15.6◦).

The Doppler radar data were interpolated onto a Cartesian

coordinate system with vertical and horizontal grid intervals

of 0.25 and 1 km, respectively. A Cressman-type weighting

function was used for the interpolation (Cressman, 1959).

Surface observations received from collected sites of the au-

tomatic weather system (AWS) operated by the KMA, which

have a 1 min time update resolution, were analysed to investi-

gate the time series and accumulated amount of rainfall, and

variations of surface temperature and wind. The surface ob-

servational data was interpolated from the measured points

within neighbourhoods, which were analysed as larger spa-

tial areas near MCSs.

3 Synoptic and thermodynamic environment

3.1 Synoptic environment

The manually analysed surface weather maps for 7 July 2009

with satellite IR brightness temperature (TB) superimposed

are presented in Fig. 3 to reveal the synoptic conditions un-

der which the MCS developed. At 03:00 LST, the Changma

front west of 127◦ E was oriented roughly east–west with a

length of roughly 2000 km and extended into eastern China

along about 35◦ N (Fig. 3a). While meso-α scale (Orlan-
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Figure 3. Surface weather maps with superimposed MTSAT-IR

images (colour shading) at (a) 03:00 LST, and (b) 09:00 LST

7 July 2009.

ski, 1975) MCSs also existed south of the front and over

eastern China, deep convection with TB≤ 220 K developed

along and slightly to the north of the surface Changma front

near the southwestern Korean Peninsula. The deep convec-

tion with TB≤ 220 K was compared with a severe MCSs,

which classified by Jirak et al. (2003).

A total of 6 hours later at 09:00 LST (00:00 UTC), the

front had moved forwards slightly and the surface low

pressure became well developed west of South Korea and

propagated toward the northeast (Fig. 3b). The convection

over southwestern South Korea developed vigorously with

TB≤ 220 K, and had expanded in its size to north of the

front. The organised MCS was moving across the southern

Korean Peninsula and producing heavy rainfall up to more

than 200 mm per day (cf. Fig. 2b–d).

The NCEP-NCAR reanalysis at 09:00 LST 7 July at the

surface indicates a relatively strong pressure gradient of

about 1.1 hPa (100 km) between the subtropical high and the

deepening frontal low (Fig. 4a). Associated with this, strong

monsoonal southwesterly low-level flow existed with clear

confluence between the deepening low and the anticyclonic

flow along the perimeter of the subtropical high. At 850 hPa

(Fig. 4b), a southwesterly flow of ≥ 15 m s−1 also appeared,

with speeds clearly exceeding the 12.5 m s−1 criterion of-

ten used for the low-level jet (LLJ; e.g. Chen and Yu, 1988;

Wang et al., 2011). With warm and moist air, the LLJ accel-

erated toward southern South Korea with cyclonic curvature

and provided significant warm air advection (> 0.05 K s−1),

consistent with veering the winds.

Further aloft at 500 hPa, a main trough was located at

123◦ E and west–southwesterly winds of 20–25 m s−1 ahead

of it prevailed near western South Korea. At 300 hPa, a west-

erly upper-level jet (ULJ) streak appeared along about 38◦ N

near the trough base with a speed of 30–35 m s−1. Southern

South Korea and adjacent area were located under the exit

region of ULJ streak and clear directional diffluence also ex-

isted. Uccellini (1990) found that the diffluence at the north

side of the exit region of ULJ was favourable for the develop-

ment of convection. Uccellini and Johnson (1979) also sug-

gested that LLJ beneath the exit region of ULJ is coupled

with ULJ streak by indirect circulation, which is forced two-

layer mass adjustment. This is because relatively cool dry

air near ULJ streak can combine with LLJ with warm, moist

air. In this case, the northwesterly ULJ was probably cou-

pled with southwesterly LLJ. The two-layer mass adjustment

acted to de-stabilize the atmosphere and could support the

development of the intense MCS over southern South Korea

and adjacent area.

3.2 Mesoscale conditions and frontal structure

The mesoscale environment and the more detailed structure

of the Changma front are examined using the JMA-MSM

analyses for 7 July 2009. At this case, the frontal location

can be identified from the sharp gradients of equivalent po-

tential temperature (θe) and the line of strong horizontal

wind shear (Ninomiya, 1984; Sampe and Xie, 2010). The

extreme rainfall event occurred in association with the quasi-

stationary Changma front. With a northwest–southeast ori-

entation, the Changma front extending from southern Japan

to eastern China, and moved into southwestern South Ko-

rea by 03:00 LST 7 July (Fig. 5a and b). The southwesterly

monsoonal wind persistently transported high θe air from the

East China Sea toward the front, where strong convergence

was evident. At 06:00 LST (Fig. 5c), the front over south-

ern South Korea had become more wavy with intensified low

pressure. A total of 3 hours later (09:00 LST, Fig. 5d), the

Changma front over southern South Korea became appar-

ently distorted, which resulted from faster eastward frontal

movement on the west side and slower movement over the

southeastern coast of South Korea. The flow deceleration

over southeastern South Korea resulted in at the sharp hor-

izontal temperature contrast across the surface front with

clearly colder temperatures. The air was behind (north of) the

Changma front (e.g. Li et al., 1997). Moreover, the θe gradi-

ent steepened further near the coastline ahead of southeastern

South Korea during the heavy rainfall in Busan. Physically,

the advection of θe is important because it represents the ad-

vection of both warm air and moisture. The warm air ad-

vection at low levels can be traced as synoptic-scale ascent
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(a) Surface 0900 LST 7 JULY 2009 (b) 850 hPa 0900 LST 7 JULY 2009

( c) 500 hPa  (d) 300 hPa 0900 LST 7 JULY 2009 0900 LST 7 JULY 2009

L
H

H

J

Figure 4. NCEP–NCAR reanalysis of (a) horizontal wind vectors (m s−1, speed also shaded) and pressure (hPa, contours) at mean sea level,

(b) horizontal wind vectors (m s−1, shaded), temperature advection (10−2 K s−1, contours) at 850 hPa, and (c)–(d) horizontal wind vectors

(m s−1, shaded), and geopotential height (gpm, contour every 50 gpm) at (c) 500 and (d) 300 hPa for 09:00 LST 7 July 2009. Thick dashed

(dotted) lines in (c)–(d) depict the trough (ridge), and the core and axis of the upper-level jet (ULJ) are also marked in (d).

through the quasi-geostrophic omega equation (Bluestein,

1992), and it can increase the atmospheric instability (i.e. in-

crease the vertical temperature lapse rate) as well.

The vertical cross sections across the Changma front along

transect A–B (33◦ N, 128◦ E to 38◦ N, 131◦ E) are plotted to

investigate the vertical structure of the front, moisture advec-

tion, and wind distribution. Associated strong θe gradients,

the frontal boundary resembles the characteristics of a warm

front at low levels (Fig. 6). The warm and moist air extends

northward and glides up above the surface front. The upward

motion (3–5 m s−1) near the prefrontal zone continues up to

800 hPa. The main area of widespread precipitation is pro-

duced by the ascent of the southwesterly flow (warm air ad-

vection) of moist air above the baroclinic (frontal) zone. This

transport of warm and moist air to greater heights increases

the amount of water that can be condensed and precipitated.

On the other hand, a relatively cold and dry region appears

to the north of the surface front underneath the frontal slope.

Relatively weak downward motion (1–3 m s−1) was gener-

ally present over this region in the lower troposphere, which

suggests that the MCS developed on the cool side of the

frontal boundary. Due to the evaporation of precipitation be-

low the frontal zone, the air there can rapidly moisten and be-

come saturated. At 06:00 LST, a well-mixed structure (near

342 K) appeared from 900 to 600 hPa due to heavy rainfall

over southeastern South Korea (Fig. 6b). This is consistent

with satellite observations, which show that MCS was lo-

cated behind the surface frontal boundary (Fig. 3).

3.3 Upstream thermodynamic environment

In the vertical cross sections above (Fig. 6), some important

aspects of the upstream oncoming flow associated with con-

vective instability in the LLJ are also clearly depicted. The

source of convective instability was from upstream south of

quasi-stationary MCS over Busan. The atmospheric thermo-

dynamic and kinematic upstream environment was examined

in this section.

The thermodynamic profile at 34◦ N, 128.5◦ E (marked

by an asterisk in Fig. 5c) about 120 km upstream from the

quasi-stationary MCS, derived from the JMA-MSM analy-

sis at 03:00 LST 7 July 2009, indicates conditional instabil-

ity for a surface air parcel, with a CAPE of 283 J kg−1 and

negligible convective inhibition (CIN; 9 J kg−1, not shown).
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Figure 5. Mesoscale analysis of horizontal winds (m s−1, barbs), geopotential height (gpm, solid contours), and equivalent potential tem-

perature (θe, K, shaded) at 950 hPa for (a) 00:00, (b) 03:00, (c) 06:00, and (d) 09:00 LST 7 July 2009. Contour intervals are 15 gpm for

geopotential height, and full (half) barbs represent winds of 5 (2.5) m s−1. The location of the front is also plotted as a dashed line. In (c) the

line A–B shows the location of the vertical cross section used in Fig. 6 and the asterisk at 34◦ N, 128.5◦ E depicts the sounding location

shown in Fig. 7.

Mainly as a result of low-level warm air advection over the

ocean, the CAPE increased to about 764 J kg−1 at 09:00 LST

(Fig. 7) within 6 h. The temperature lapse rate indicated con-

ditional instability below 300 hPa. The lifting condensation

level (LCL) was recorded to be quite low at 981 hPa, and the

level of free convection (LFC) is also low at 943 hPa. It is due

to high moisture advection through deep layers. The 0–3 km

wind velocity difference was about 7.7 m s−1 and equivalent

to a bulk shear (BS) of 6.6× 10−3 s−1. These wind velocity

and BS measurements were comparable to Meiyu frontal pre-

cipitation systems (Wang et al., 2011). From 600 to 200 hPa,

the winds turned into westerly with maximum wind speed

about 23 m s−1 at 200 hPa. During 00:00–03:00 LST, there

was a significant increase in low-level southwesterly flow

below 3 km (not shown). This phenomenon will be shown

to be linked to the movement of the quasi-stationary MCS
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Figure 6. Vertical cross sections from 128◦ E, 33◦ N to 131◦ E,

38◦ N (transect A–B in Fig. 5c) of equivalent potential tempera-

ture (θe, K, gray line) and wind vectors (m s−1) along the section

plane between 1000 and 500 hPa at (a) 03:00 and (b) 06:00 LST

7 July 2009. The thick dashed lines indicate the frontal zone. Con-

tour intervals are 2 K for θe.

over southeastern South Korea, and will be further elaborated

upon in Sect. 4.

4 Structure and evolution of the quasi-stationary MCS

4.1 Characteristics of the quasi-stationary MCS

The PSN radar constant altitude point position indica-

tor (CAPPI) of reflectivity display at 2 km altitude from vol-

ume scans during 06:00–09:00 LST on 7 July 2009 (Fig. 8)

depicts the meso-β scale structure and evolution of MCS re-

sponsible for the heavy rainfall in Busan. By 06:00 LST, a

group of quasi-discrete cells had formed, embedded within a

STATION = 34   N, 128.5  E            0900 LST 7 JULY 2009

T  = 24.1
Td  = 22.8
LCL = 981 hPa
CCL = 966 hPa
LFC = 943 hPa

CIN = 4.8 J kg
PW = 62.5 mm
BS    = 6.6   10   s 

-1

CAPE = 763.7 J kg
-1

-3 -1
0-3

Figure 7. Skew T –log p plot of vertical profiles of tempera-

ture, dew-point temperature, and horizontal wind (m s−1) at 34◦ N,

128.5◦ E (cf. Fig. 5b for location) at 09:00 LST 7 July 2009 in the

simulation. The process curve for a surface air parcel is plotted. For

winds, full (half) barbs denote 5 (2.5 m s−1).

larger area of precipitation near the Busan metropolitan area

(Fig. 8a). With time, the convection became organized into a

linear shape along the coastline and expanded in size and in-

tensity as it evolved into a squall line with deep convection at

its leading edge by 07:00 LST (Fig. 8b). At this time, an area

of stratiform precipitation was present behind the relatively

strong gradient of leading convective line, which was ori-

ented northeast–southwest, and was approximately 120 km

long. Convective cells in excess of 40 dBZ were embedded

within this quasi-stationary squall line. As old cells moved

slowly northeastward, new cells formed to the southwest and

merged into the line, while the whole MCS remained quasi-

stationary (Fig. 8c). At 08:00 LST, the squall line continued

to narrow and its middle segment bulged forward. The bow-

like feature expanded at 09:00 LST (Fig. 8d), but the con-

vective line was over the same region as 3 h earlier and had

hardly moved.

On the basis of the radar reflectivity distribution, the MCS

was characterized by a “leading-line trailing-stratiform (TS)”

organizational mode (Houze et al., 1990; Parker and Johnson,

2000; Schumacher and Johnson, 2005). TS-MCSs are of-

ten associated with a synoptic cold front, because TS-MCSs

along the cold front was formed along the cold front with

a large temperature gradient with the strongly barolinic en-

vironment (Hopper and Schumacher, 2012). However, this

case developed north of a stationary warm front. The envi-

ronment in the present case obviously differs from that in

previous studies.

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/16/927/2016/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 927–939, 2016
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Figure 8. Horizontal section of radar reflectivity (dBZ, colour shading) at a height of 2 km observed by PSN radar at hourly intervals from

(a) 06:00 to (d) 09:00 LST 7 July 2009. The box in (b) indicates the domain for Fig. 9.

A more detailed description of the structure of the extreme

rainfall-producing MCS at 10 min intervals from 07:00 to

07:20 LST 7 July 2009 is given by Fig. 9. A leading convec-

tive line (≥ 40 dBZ) appeared along the coast of Busan with

northeast–southwest alignment (Fig. 9) and moved slowly

northeastward. At 07:10 LST, a new convective cell (reflec-

tivity values≥ 47 dBZ, marked byD in Fig. 9b) was initiated

on the upstream side (rear flank) of the convective line. This

new convective cell moved northeastward and then merged

into the convective line (Fig. 9c), which continued to inten-

sify and became organized as a quasi-stationary squall line

(45 dBZ contour).

The continuous upstream initiation of deep convection is

to the southwest of the leading convective line, a process

known as “back-building” (e.g. Bluestein and Jain, 1985).

The back-building type of MCS can occur when convec-

tive cells repeatedly form upstream of their predecessors and

pass over a particular area, leading to large local rainfall to-

tals (Schumacher and Johnson, 2005). This back-building

process is observed to continue during the period 07:00–

10:00 LST corresponding to the heaviest rain peak over Bu-

san (Fig. 2d).

Vertical cross sections (A–A′) along the southwest–

northeast-oriented convective line depict the primary char-

acteristics of the back-building process. At 07:00 LST, a new

cell appears, initiated in the southwest–northeast section at

X′ (values of x axis)= 10–20, with a deep cell (40 dBZ

exceeding 4 km) above X′= 30 (Fig. 10a). A total of 10

minutes later (07:10 LST, Fig. 10b), these cells have moved

northeastward, with the cell previously at X′= 10–20 now

having become a deep convective cell at X′= 20–30. That

cell merged with downstream older cells after 10 min. Strong

convective cells (≥ 47 dBZ) remain in the same location

(X′= 40–60). Obviously, the present case where many in-

tense convective cells pass in succession over the same spot,

called the “train effect” (e.g. Doswell et al., 1996; Schu-
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Figure 9. Horizontal section of radar reflectivity (dBZ, shading) at a height of 2 km observed by PSN the radar at 10 min intervals from

(a) 07:00 LST to (c) 07:20 LST 7 July 2009. The contour denotes 45 dBZ. In (c) the line A–A′ shows the location of the vertical cross section

used in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10. Vertical cross section of PSN radar reflectivity (dBZ, shading) along transect A–A′ shown in Fig. 9 at 10 min intervals from

(a) 07:00 LST to (c) 07:20 LST 7 July 2009.

macher and Johnson, 2008), could be responsible for the his-

toric rainfall amounts in the Busan metropolitan area.

4.2 Propagation of the quasi-stationary MCS

Until now we have discussed the properties of individual

winds at given points. We shall now discuss the properties

of the area average. The hodograph of areal-mean horizontal

wind over the radar coverage area (cf. Fig. 1) from the JMA-

MSM analysis at 06:00 LST 7 July 2009 is shown in Fig. 11.

The hodograph shows that southerly to southwesterly flow

corresponding to the LLJ prevailed in the lower troposphere

especially below 2 km and turned gradually into westerly

flow at upper levels. The 0–3 km wind velocity difference

was about 8.2 m s−1, equivalent to a BS of 6.8× 10−3 s−1.

The tropospheric winds generally veered with height, with

a roughly reverse shear direction aloft. Strong shear reversal

has been documented in back-building MCS events by Schu-

macher and Johnson (2008).

Corfidi et al. (1996) and Corfidi (2003) developed a sim-

ple vector technique to predict MCS motion using advec-

tion and propagation. The propagation component is defined

as the rate of change of location of new cell development

relative to existing cells (Chappell, 1986; Doswell et al.,

1996). They reported that the mean motion of the cells com-

prising the convective system is highly correlated with the

mean 850–300 hPa wind. The convective cells in our case

clearly moved in the direction of the mid-level wind (above

5 km). The cell-motion vector is from about 230◦ at 9 m s−1

(Fig. 11), while the mid-level mean wind direction is ap-

proximately 229◦ (16 m s−1) between 3 and 7 km. This is

consistent with the results from previous studies (Corfidi et

al., 1996; Corfidi, 2003). The propagation vector (forward

225◦, 7 m s−1) was generally oriented opposite to the mean

wind and cell motion. The individual cells moved northeast-

ward parallel to the convective line, but back-building prop-

agation was southwestward, resulting in a system movement

that was slowly northeastward or quasi-stationary. The con-

vective system moved slowly from 240◦ at 4 m s−1 and to
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Figure 11. Hodograph computed using JMA-MSM gridded anal-

yses averaged over the domain 33.7–36.4◦ N, 127.4–130.7◦ E

(cf. Fig. 1) at 06:00 LST 7 July 2009. The gray vectors denote the

direction and speed of cell motion (dashed line) and backward prop-

agation (solid line), respectively.

the right of the mean wind. This slow system motion can

be explained by a “cancellation” or near cancellation of the

cell motion and backward propagation vectors, as described

by Chappell (1986). Hence, the present case clearly included

the following: (i) the movement of convective cells opposing

the motion from backward propagation; (ii) convective cells

moving parallel to the convective line; (iii) the system as a

whole moving slowly. This produces a persistent convective

event at a given location.

5 Analysis results and discussions

The previous section explained how the quasi-stationary

MCS can be characterized in terms of a back-building pro-

cess and that is an important mechanism leading to ex-

treme rainfall in the Busan metropolitan area. To understand

why convective initiation could occur continuously upstream

(southwest flank) of the system, we will examine how pre-

existing mesoscale features influence the system, and how

the convective system itself can change in the system-scale

structure and longevity. Recall that the primary features of

the mesoscale system during heavy rainfall were associated

with a surface warm front. The quasi-stationary MCS formed

on the well-defined synoptic-to-meso-α scale frontal bound-

ary (see Fig. 5). Figure 12 presents the time–height section of

areal-mean horizontal wind and θe over the same domain as

in Fig. 11. The strong monsoonal southwesterly LLJ near the

quasi-stationary MCS appeared from 06:00 LST 7 July 2009.

During this period, the strength of the MCS tends to coincide

with the LLJ intensity, as also seen earlier in mesoscale and

radar analysis. It suggests that the LLJ can play a role in the

development of convection (i.e. Trier et al., 2006; Wang et al.,

2012; Jeong et al., 2012, 2014). The southwesterly LLJ influ-

enced deep convection by enhancing warm advection in the

Figure 12. Time–height diagram of horizontal winds (m s−1,

barbs, full (half) barbs denote 5 (2.5) m s−1), vertical wind shear

vectors (10−5 s−1), and equivalent potential temperature (θe, K,

shaded), computed as for Fig. 11 from 21:00 LST 6 to 12:00 LST

7 July 2009.

frontal zone. Additionally, air with high θe is advected over

a stationary frontal boundary by the LLJ between 03:00 and

06:00 LST 7 July. Junker et al. (1999) also found that a max-

imum of positive θe advection is typically located near the

rainfall maximum. It follows that continued strengthening of

the southwesterly LLJ would feed the development of con-

vection in the vicinity of Busan.

Many studies of linear-convective-system-like squall lines

have suggested the importance of lower-tropospheric line-

perpendicular shear (e.g. Rotunno et al., 1998; Weisman

and Rotunno, 2004). However, this event occurred with line-

parallel vertical shear (3.2× 10−3 s−1) in the lower tropo-

sphere (Fig. 12). During 05:00–06:00 LST, the region of

relatively cool surface temperature (≤ 20 ◦C) gradually ex-

panded, and thus the cold pools formed from previous pre-

cipitation progressed northeastward in the direction of con-

vective system movement (Fig. 13a and b). With the ar-

rival of the cold pools at the coastline, the surface temper-

ature depression was approximately 3–5 ◦C (Fig. 13c and d).

The elongated surface cold pools formed along the convec-

tive line, nearly parallel to the axis of convection in terms

of radar reflectivity field (Figs. 8b and 13c). By 08:00 LST,

the cold pools remained in the same location, while the con-

vective line moved quite slowly. It appeared that the role of

the cold pools for propagation of the convective line may

be important. The dominant role of the cold pools will be

discussed and confirmed through sensitivity experiments in

future works. In addition, a sudden change in surface wind

direction and speed which identified outflow boundary was

observed in southern Busan at 06:00 LST (marked by the

box in Fig. 13b). Relatively strong southwesterly and north-
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Figure 13. Surface temperature (◦C, colour shading) and wind vec-

tors (m s−1) at (a) 05:00, (b) 06:00, (c) 07:00, and (d) 08:00 LST

7 July 2009. The red dots were indicated the surface observation

stations. The position of the outflow boundary was denoted by a

dashed black line.

easterly wind flows converge along the outflow boundary

(marked dashed line in Fig. 3b–d) on the southeastern pe-

riphery of the convective line. The northeasterly wind with

downdraft-driven cold air and the southwesterly with warm,

moist air are evident within the outflow boundary (Fig. 13b–

d). New convective cells are initiated at the cold outflow

boundaries and then organized into the southwest–northeast-

oriented convective band in the warm inflow region to the

south (Figs. 8 and 13). Thus the interaction between the cold

pool and the warm, moist air further enhances the system-

scale vertical motion, yielding even stronger precipitation.

As shown in Sect. 4, the quasi-stationary MCS featured

new convective developing from the rear of the convective

line and propagating over the same region before the older

convection completely disappeared. This process requires

some initiation factors in order to continuously develop con-

vection from the rear. This back-building convection coin-

cided with the cold outflow boundary along the coastline at

the intersection of the southwesterly LLJ with the outflow

boundary. It can account for the southwestward advance of

deep convection as a result of the interaction of moist air

with convectively generated cold outflows (Weisman and Ro-

tunno, 2004).

6 Summary and conclusions

This study presents an observational investigation of the ex-

treme rainfall event over the southern Korean Peninsula on

7 July 2009. An extreme rainfall-producing quasi-stationary

MCS produced record-breaking rainfall totals and devastat-

ing floods in Busan metropolitan area.

Synoptic and mesoscale analyses showed that extreme

rainfall occurred north of the stationary Changma front. The

southwesterly monsoonal flow transported warm and moist

air, which glided up from the surface above the frontal

slope. The advection of higher θe was also critical in the

de-stabilization process as it promoted elevated convective

instability over the sloping frontal zone. In the upper-level

synoptic configuration, the trough and upper-level jet streak

amplified the development of convection.

The important characteristic of the precipitation distribu-

tion is the much stronger rainfall observed over Busan. The

extreme rainfall over Busan resulted from the continuous up-

stream initiation of deep convection (back-building process)

at the coast. Moreover, the continuously developed convec-

tive cells moved in parallel to older cells (i.e. training effect).

Understanding the back-building process requires ac-

counting for mechanisms that lead to discrete convective up-

draft redevelopment and continuous updraft maintenance on

the storm’s upstream flank. Deep convection seen to the north

of the convective line produced downdrafts containing cold

and dense air that spread outward away from the convection.

The outflow boundary on the southeastern periphery of the

cold pool was a confluence between southwesterly and north-

easterly flows. The unstable air mass and warm, moist south-

westerly LLJ over the upstream ocean combined to initiate

new convection and provide a continuing source of moisture

for the quasi-stationary MCS over Busan. Though the moist

unstable air above convectively generated cold outflows can

easily be lifted to produce precipitation, the upstream trig-

gering of convection and a feed of warm, moist air are im-

portant for a persistent MCS. Thus the quasi-stationary MCS

could be responsible for the relatively long duration of con-

vective events that led to the extreme rainfall over the Busan

metropolitan area.
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